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third party section is also material and rates are graduated for
various limits, any one accident. These two factors—district
and limit of indemnity—are likewise the considerations in rating
third party only insurances, while the rates for the other sections
of the cover, quoted separately, are dependent upon district.
When vehicles or horses in excess of £100 in value are to be
insured, a rate per cent, is charged on the excess value.
Where the number of drivers exceeds, say, 25, the normal rates
cannot always be justified, on account of favourable past experi-
ence. Special consideration may then be given to the risk and
rates quoted upon its merits. This concession is not confined to
horse-driving risks, but may also be granted for third party
cycling risks.
Passenger Risk
For vehicles constructed for the conveyance of passengers, or
those which can be used for that purpose if desired, the insured
should arrange for his policy to be extended to indemnify him
in respect of claims made against him by passengers, on account
of bodily injuries occasioned while mounting into, riding in,
or dismounting from, such vehicles. In some instances, accidental
damage to the property of such persons may also be covered
at an appropriate premium.
Premiums for this risk are calculated on the maximum num-
ber of seats which can be in use at any one time and on the
limits of indemnity required. If there are less drivers than there
are vehicles, the premium for the passenger risk is calculated on
the seating capacities of the largest vehicles owned by the
insured. Indemnity against liability for accidents to unsuspected
passengers is always insured (see p. 163).
Excess Rebates
When the insured is prepared to bear the first £5 or more
under the accidental damage to vehicles section, a premium
reduction of so much per driver for this part of the risk is usually
allowed. Similar rebates are afforded if the insured elects to
bear the first amount of each and every third party claim. No
excesses are applicable under the fatal injury to horses in-
demnity.
Excess rebates generally may be justified by the fact that the
insurers are relieved of the expense of a number of small claims,
although the advantage may be of doubtful value if the insured
is permitted to deal with third party claims which, if mis-
iiandled, may frequently exceed the amount of the excess by the

